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Richard Titmuss on the Affluent Society

Poverty in the Midst of Plenty
From American
sources
he
FEW weeks ago at a conference
T sponsored by the Oxford Com- quotes, in a period of unpreceden
Etee for Famine R elief (F reedom ted economic growth, the propor
August, “Food & Poverty”) tion of old people with low incomes
Boyd Orr said, the problem of —more than 50 per cent.—was vir
orld today is whether Govem- tually the same in 1957 as jn 1947.
fnts will have the intelligence to
From the book, The Waist-High
the enormous new powers given Culture , he quotes an American
!us by science for the benefit of critic of his own society.
>rld, and appealed to them to
“We are breeding a new type of
iperate for mutual advantage.
human being: a guy with a full belly, an
ichard M. Titmuss, on a similar empty mind, and a hollow heart. It is
jm e, discussed the problems of the the age o f the shrug.”
It is also the age of passive ignor
responsible society' in a B.B.C.
Trd Programme broadcast, in ance a b o u t “ the obscure powerless
groups” .
T itm uss com pares the
leb he submitted that:
"hai. is fundamental is how we disU ..our increasing affluence; the
It To which we collectively decide to
I ourselves, to benefit others; and the
Be to which we bring under public
M the exercise of arbitrary econopower.

E x p lic it in both cases is a criticif Western D em ocracy and its
lore to equalise the distribution
realih. This failure is summed
(by O rr when he says:
West grows food not to feed
v people, but to make a profit.

■iscussing the situation of the
fcWerless groups in society, the depdent poor, the sick and disabled,
L m entally afflicted, the feckless
|g) the obscure, Titmuss questions
f value of existing social policies
[these term s: .
NWt J1-mienikmed welfare legislation
pc rot. by itself suffice. Nor is it
Etoigh in an increasingly prosperous
iv. io claim, for instance, that the
poorer fifth of the nation are sharing
j r chit increased wealth. To take up
such a position, to set this as our objec’tivcr. can imply that in absolute terms
we shall be accepting a society of more
inequality; relatively more social in-

grow ing affluence in Britain with
the lack of knowledge about the
incidence of poverty and the stan
dards of living am ong the old and
oth er dependent groups. He equates
o u r own conditions with Am erican
society and states that there m ay be
seven to eight million people today
“ living precariously - close to the
margins of poverty.”
Titm uss points out that the social
welfare services have benefited most
of those who have needed it least,
and that the corresponding growth
of the ‘social welfare firm’ has been
largely concentrated on the betteroff third o f the population.
In considering the concentration
and
com bination
of economic
power, he views with alarm the
accum ulation of immense funds in
the last decade in the hands of in
surance companies and insurance
trusts. The staggering accumulation
of funds invested in the amalgama
tion of companies and the growth
of control over the “economic sur
plus” places too much power in the
hands of private enterprise which,
in the words of Titmuss is:

justice

A potential power concentrated in
relatively few hands which can affect

many important aspects o f our econo
mic life and social values . . . account
able, in practice to virtually no one.

In these circumstances govern
ment plays a ‘dwindling role’, and
Titmuss believes that one conse
quence is the “muffling of social pro
test and the spread of conformity”
which will leave social welfare to
the whims of private enterprise.
Titmuss may well ask :
“Where do we look in future for the
men, the movements and the values that
will continuously nourish the social
conscience?"

The Labour Party has dismally
failed to offer a real alternative to
laissez-faire capitalism. As Peter
Townsend, himself a socialist, wrote
in the New Statesman (26/9/59):
The party now seems to be character
ised by a diminished attachment to
moral and social principle and by a cor
respondingly greater concern with piece
meal reform . . . and there is a notice
able shifting o f feet whenever there is
the slightest suggestion of using taxation
as a weapon for social ends.

Titm uss is not fooled by “wellintentioned legislation”, but his view
that the dwindling role of govern
ment in social policy making m uf
fles social protest, suggests that the
alternative would be government by
conscience.
It is on the solution of social in
equality that anarchists take issue
with the social reformer.
Their alternatives to what we
might call a complete social revolu
tion may seem more realistic in
existing society, but we would not
today be discussing inequalities in a
time of economic prosperity if the
alternatives had not failed to pro
duce results.
It is quite unrealistic to say that
a change of government with the en-

ASHINGTON, Mon
day.—Hundreds of
babies and children are
verging on starvation in
the proud city of New
Orleans today because the
Louisiana Legislature re
fused to .give their m others
welfare help.

W

For two months 6.000
mothers with 23,000 children,
mostly Negro, have been
struck from Louisiana State
welfare rolls.

Louisiana’s
n ew
guitarplaying Governor. J i m m i e
Davis, pushed through th e
legislation with the a m j J
reducing the number of Negro
welfare recipients and reducing
the number of Negro voters.
The legislation by the new
governor is clearly designed to
put pressure on the Negroes in
school

I f * C o n tin u e d on p. 4

Music by M uzak
“ VfUZAK.—a new word enters the
language.” begins a current
advertisement. “ A
new sound
makes the day run smoothly. Music
by M u z a k I t continues. “Less
than a year ago, few people in
England had heard this music, or
even the name. Now many of our
most progressive companies sub
scribe to the Muzak service—recog
nising Muzak as a technique of good
management.**
What the hell is tins Muzak? you
ask.
“Muzak Is a •dciuittcall)
planned musk programme designed
to ease tension and fatigue, to make
the day run smoothly and happily,
at work and at leisure.** ■■-f you
reply. But the advertisement isn't
meant for you, gentle reader. It
is for the bosses, the manipulators.
“Whatever your business, there's a
Muzak programme designed to
make it smooth-running, pleasant
and efficient. Lot us tell you more
about Muzak.”
N o thank you. that's quite
enough! you exclaim.
But soon

you won t even be asked.

Muzak

will be everywhere. In the Brave
New World of tomorrow. Big
tf will food you with Muzak
while you work. Muzak while you
Muzak while you eat. Muzak
__
you sleep. Muzak while you

make love. Muzak while you sit on
the lavatory. Muzak while you
travel to the Moon, Muzak when

you get there. You will think of
things like TV jingles and ice-cream
chimes as delightful sentimental
memories—rather like the organgrinder and the muffin man. You
will look forward to the roar of the
next jet-plane that passes, in the
hope that it will drown the scientifi
cally planned tranquillizer that per
petually afflicts your ears.
Already Edward Hyam's wife is
being driven crazy by a constant
hum in Kent. Already organ-music
is being heard on the M l near
Luton
Already farmers in India
are playing music to their rice-fields
(the rke-plants like it a lot, what
ever is played) rather like an audi
ence at the Proms, i t used to be
thought that there was a M usic of
the Sphere*, made by the other
planets as they cumbrous!) danced
round our own In 1984 a Martian
flying-saucer approaching the Earth
will hear not the Music of the
Spheres, but the Muzak of the Serfs;
no doubt it will turn back at once
But what will you do, gentle
reader? Will you cut the loud
speaker wires, and be sent away
for psychiatric treatment? or will
you do what James Thurber once
suggested- “run. don't walk, to the
nearest desert island**? If it turns
out to be Eniwetok well, at least
that's quick, at least it's not smooth.
Just a moment, wait for me .
AF

Reflections on the <Herald’ Hand-over

A N INDEPENDENT PRESS?
“IN D E PE N D E N T —Outspoken" is world, there was no talk of severing would show a return for their stock
how the D aily H era ld is adver the T.U.C. connection! Only now if nothing else!
tising its newly-won freedom from that its circulation is one of the
the strings that have tied it to the lowest among the popular National
T.U.C. and Labour Party since its Press and Odhams are losing about J N order to join the circulation
inception in 1911. The implication £300,000 a year has the “disadvan
race. O dham s are talking of
is that up to now it has been neither tage" of the T.U.C. connection been spending £3 m illion on the “indeindependent nor outspoken, presum discovered!).
pendent" D a ily H erald. \ We wonably because the T.U.C. hud editor
tier in what way those m illions w ill
ial control over the paper by virtue
In spite of the fact that nearly If be spent and what form that “inde
of its ownership of 49 per cent, of million people buy the D a ily H erald pendence" will assum e in the end?
the stock of the Daily Herald (1929) Odhams were quite prepared to Indeed, how independent can a
Lid. Does the fact that the Nat kill the newspaper if the T.U.C. newspaper be that seeks to com pete
ional Press is independent of control would not sign a 25-year agreement in the mass circulation race? T here
by the political parlies automatically which freed the H era ld from any are rumours o f a merger with the
guarantee its editorial indepen obligation to support (he specific N ew s C hron icle. There is no doubt
dence? Of course n u t! Not only is policies of the Labour Party and that since the latter took over the
the Press in business to make u trade union movement. So much M anchester D a ily D isp a tch three
profit but where it can also reflect for any illusions that the controllers years ago in an attempt to build up
the particular political or other in of our National Press are primarily its falling circulation, it has fallen
terests of the controlling individuals concerned with service to the public. off as u serious popular newspaper
still its circulation has contin
or groups without jeopardising its And short of publishing the paper and
ued to drop. Is there any reason
circulation, it will do so in the most itself the T.U.C. hud no alternative to
believe that with or without a
outspoken manner (r.g. the Beaver- but to accept Odhams* demands. merger the independent D a ily
For
in
the
first
place,
Odhams
and
brook newspapers). And Odhams
H erald will become a more senou
Press, who prim the Datlv Herald not the T.U.C. have been standing paper than its T .U .C .-co n tro lled
are no exception to this rule. Their the losses and in the second place predecessor? We find it d iffic u lt
wish to be independent of any they were only prepared to pour to understand how a paper as bad
editorial control by the T.U.C. is more cupitul into the H era ld it they as the D a ily H erald could sell
h»/< a.. ifree
w Hand.
not a matter of principle, but a had
liundL Since under the 1,400.000 copies, but like the N ew s
question of business. (After all. in new arrangement the T.U.C. will C hronicle it was obviously not bad
of the stock
the early *30s when the Herald had still hold 49 per cent -----enough to com pete for circulation
a daily circulation of more than 2 the negotiations may J ™ 1 11 , ,
I T C o n tin u ed on p . 3
thut a profitable H erald
million copies, the largest in the
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APOLOGIES TO THE IROQUOIS, by Edmund Wilson, with a
study of THE MOHAWKS I N HIGH STEEL, by Joseph
Mitchell, W. H. Allen. 36s.
A/fOST people, if they think at all selves as an independent people still,
^
about the American Indians today,
living in their own country, the reserva
look upon them as a dying people tucked
tions, and not in the United States. The
older generations often have difficulties
away in reservations. This picture was
in speaking English, and many of the
probably a true one some years ago,
younger people use a slightly odd phrase
and it may be true of some of the tribes
ology, the result of thinking in Indian
today, but it is not the case with the
and speaking in English (or American).
Iroquois.
In fact, although quite capable of coping
Edmund Wilson came to know about
with the modern world, they live very
thgfn because some o f them, who bad
been deprived of their homes by the much in a world of their own, an Indian
world. One would get the same effect,
construction of the Su Lawrence Seaway,
had squatted on land adjoining some or something like it, if anarchists in
England spoke Basque among themselves,
property he owned. They claimed the
had their own ceremonies, songs and
land was theirs by right of a treaty of
17S4. He went to visit their leader in dances, a matrillneal family organisation,
this move. Standing Arrow, and thus be and various areas set aside for their ex
gan to find out about the modem Red clusive accupalion, on the South Downs
say. or in Ashdown Forest and else
skins.
where.
“In the summer of 1957, a young
English writer came to visit me in the
The thing however which distinguishes
little town in upstate New York in which
the Iroquois revival, and that of the
I have since childhood spent many of
other Indian tribes who are seeking to
my summers. As we were driving back
emulate them, from the national indepen
one day from the county fair, 1 retailed
to him. with an air of authority, a scrap dence movements in Africa and Asia,
and from the experiment o f Israel, is
of information which I had only lately
acquired: that the name Adirondack
that the Indians are not trying to build
meant. They eat bark', and had been up a powerful state on the European
applied by certain Indians to other
model, which they could hardly hope to
Indians that lived in the mountains which
do in aany case, they are trying to live
were visible, as we drove, in the distance.
My visitor asked me what had become their own lives free from outside inter
of the Indians, and I replied that there ference. Their way of life is very dif
were only a few of them left, scattered ferent from that known to Europeans,
is reservations. He inquired about the. Americans and Europeanised Africans
Monica ns. and I told him they were the and Asians. It is based on the matri
same as the Mohawks."
archal clan, a form of social organisation
Tins summarises so well the average that Europe said goodbye to at the time
man’s idea of the modem Indian. The of the Roman conquests. It is a form of
society that has elements in common
test o f the book is in the nature of an
apology for such ignorance. (The Mohi with the anarchist Free Society.
cans, by the way. were in fact the deadly
This becomes evident in the aatfiof%
enemies of the Mohawks). Inspired by
the national independence movements in
Africa and Asia. lie Iroquois are seekto rise again. They look upon them-
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Violence &

D ire ct A ctio n
WO~ Continued on p. 3
efforr, of being kind to glaziers. Others
anticipate injury, destruction and vandal
ism. To look at it in this way would
be to regard direct action as an impulsivc thing, when its real value is that it
I symbolises the workers’ revolt. Why
I should we not therefore use this direct
action for the attainment of our ideals
of peace and fraternity?
We must invisage its use in sabotage .
of war preparation and the disorganisa
tion of the war economy. We must use
it against militarism by collective refusal
to pay taxes for war and national de
fence. by refusing to become soldiers
and by organising fraternal aid for those
who take the same path.
Direct action thus conceived and thus
f»;tVfrA prepares the way for peace by
substituting social consciousness and a
r^rmonious society /or a violent and
powerful regime which prepares for war.
As regards ^on-violence, for us paci
fists it appears as a fighting method that
involves vigorous action. Gandhi quite
fiddly rejected the expression “passive
resistance*' as unsuitable and insufficient,
> w he considered that “nothing on
chi* earth can be done without direct
action".

description of the tribal high council at
Onondaga, the capital of the Iroquois
league. “I was struck in this connection
and others by the primitive democracy
of the Iroquois. Though there is some
one to initiate the ceremonies and though
the clan mothers occasionally intervene,
there does not seem to be anyone inves
ted with the authority to see that order
is kept. If the children are unruly, they
arc uncontrolled unless their, parents
control them, and a sufficiently vigorous
protest against the admission o f an alien,
though counter to the general sentiment,
may result in a brawj Jor expulsion in
which nobody intervenes and to which—
though the Indians notice everything—
nobody, at the time it is going on, ap
pears to be paying ateriionj5** -

“One cannot, of course, when one con
templates these great highways and sea-,
ways and dams, fail to be much impress
ed by the genius of engineering they
represent,. by the practical imagination,
the delicate mechanical devices and the
complicated computations that have gone
to lay down and erect them, to start them
going and to keep them running, to
deepen and divert the great waterways,
to Tight more lamps and to set more
wheels turning, to enmesh all mankind,
to girdle the earth. But it is well to
remember the beavers. The beavers are
engineers. A friend of. mme in Massa
chusetts, who had recently retired to the
country, imported a pair of beavers,
which were furnished him by the State
Division of Fisheries and Game, and put
them to live in a little stream that runs
through his rather wild place. These
The position of the women i | a high
animals proceeded immediately to con
struct an enormous dam, and thus flooded
: ~I was told by one Mohawk that the a whole area of woodland. The trees
Indians had given their women a domi are now broken-off sticks that prick dis
nant position because, in observing the mally out of the beaver pond, in the
middle of which humps an ibloo bristling
animals—who were so much closer to
them than they are to us : almost like with grey dead twigs; the managerial
other, races of. men—they had hot^d that offices are bore, the housing for the per
the maintenance of the ‘animal family sonnel. All around this, the forest has
depended entirely on the mother. The been devastated. The stumps eiid in
society of the Iroquois Indians is, in any pyramidal spikes, produced by symmet
jase,- matfillineal. The senior woman of rical chiselling; the trunks lie rotting on
the clan, known as the, ‘elan .Mother’, the ground, with baric partly or wholly
names the chief or chiefs for her clan, grawed off. The beavers are indifferent
and, as Standing Arrow explained to me, to landscape, to the ; convenience o f
& wife whose husband is drunken Or human beings, whom they fearlessly
swim up to and stare at, and whom they
! otherwise undesirable may first have him
reprimanded, then, if the offence is. re- try to frighten away by insolently slap
peated, put him Out o f the hot&e, which ping their tails . . . They are untiring
belongs. to hen In . the early days, it and, if not interferred with, can go on
seems, the husband did not always even with their operations along infinite net
live in the house of his wife, who might works of streams and through infinite
live with other members Of her own clan.
generations . . . Lewis Morgan . . . be
The women then did all the Work at lieved that the activity of beavers was
home while the men went,out fighting to some extent unnecessary, gratitous”
and hunting. It was even believed that
The Tusearoras have apparently suc
the'earth would hot Bear unless culti
ceeded in stopping,.we hope for good,
vated by women, and the Iroquois, who
had always used hoes, were a Jong time the flooding of. one-fifth of their reserva
taking up ploughs because working with
tion as part of a hydro-electric project.
them was tOO heavy, fpjr women. This
The attempt of the Power Authority of
dominance of the female, nO doubt, has
the State of New York to take over the
made for a certain conservatism, hence
land was carried- on in a bullying and
guaranteed a certain stability. The ban
and vicious manner, and it encountered
against marriage inside the clan would
act as a brake on inbreeding. The mar a lively reristanCC; It says much for '
riages between the six nations would American public opinion, which is no
help to bind them together.”
longer so favourable to “Progress” as it
He himself had been invited to attend
the council, although a white, but an
elderly fanatic kept him out, although
his friends had wanted him to come in.
In fact the whole thing sfdurids rather
like what I can imagine tfn anarchist
Folk Moot would be, a strange blend
of dignity and disorder, which neverthe
less works as efficiently as any parlia
ment. There is no voting. Voting is
contrary to the Indian practice. Instead
a project is discussed until it is accepted
unanimously, or else it is rejected, if no
compromise can be arrived at; a slow
but probably surer process than the
majority vote.

(The Iroquois people is really a Con
federation of six, originally five, tribes, the Mohawks, the Senecas, the Onondagas, the Oncidas, the Cayugas and the
Tusearoras).
To me, as a child, and pfobably to
most white children, the words “Red
Indian” conjured up a figure of horror,
red-skinned, beak-nosed, painted and befgathered, preoccupied with weird and
ghastly rites, scalping and torturing his
enemies, whom he first tracked down,
remorselessly and inescapably, through
dense forests. My earliest memory of
life at all is of a nightmare along these
lints, for the Indian has entered the folk
lore of European children and occupied
a prominent place in it.

T o iu/jj up. Non-violence only rcveals as true value when ix is accopi*
jm ipd by non-co-operation and civil
None of us v c ignorant
td tic k
which, if they were
The cruelty of the Indians in war was
piscuacd, would bg aWe, in no great
considerable, but such institutions as
fchggtfy o f un*c, to deliver the masses
scalping and cannibalism were actually
(ffia
So non-violence and
encouraged and stimulated by the whites,
direct ttstu/n etc conpU ibii This is the
who had no objection to seeing Indians
point «a <iueuuon. We tm ut find practi
massacre each other, and who were per*
cal forms m at may vary according to the
facily ready to abandon their Indian
place, tbc people caking pan, ihc cstent I allies to the mercy of their enemies when
of t t l i p p u c n frwyyffi thou people they had served their purpose. The
B ^ i g she cinuate
and
French, tZnglnh and Americans were not
assoc aind, noa violence and direct
noticeably humane m their wais. Atro
a o m can accoatpbsb wonderful thing*, city for atrocity, the Indians were no
deliver
Iron malarial slavery, fee crueller than the white men. There were
mod again* war. be used lo brip cmab- no Indians involved in the Thirty Years
Ink fraternity and social justice and all War.

things which may bo considered as tbs
tea m ! corollarim of peace.

It is for us to find means of apphe*lion in dady life, and to achieve hast w *1?* co-operation, so that our ideals
04 fOfldntse and love, the ideals of Ml
pacifists, can triumph.
(TAr above it the yen o f a talk, delivered
to the weekly nutting o f the L.AXJ. at
5 CaUdoniaa Road, AM. on August
lis t, I960),

merly sacrificed. This is the Spirit of
Progress. One of the menaces of our
• technological age Is the high dam.
There was a lime when small dams were
made in rivers for the purposes of irriga
tion, but modern technology has mads
it possible to wall up whole valleys, thus
drowning whole countrysides. No doubt
there are occasions when a good deal of
benefifit accrues from a11 this, but there
are times when the *interests involved
are more financial than humanitarian.
The most frightening thing about it is
however when the work seems to be
done fo r its own sake, as a demonstration
of power, regardless of suffering caused,
regardless of benefit. An engineer is
quoted as saying, when the Indians were
dding their best to Block one of these
projects, “You and I may never Jive to
see that dam. But in the long run
nothing under Heaven can prevent an
engineer from building it. You can dam
so much water for so little money!”

The picture of the inhuman savage
was encouraged in order that the white
people might take the land of the Indians,
indeed, this robbery is still going on, and
it is one of the
of the present
Indian resurgence.
The position of the Indians today is
a had one, but not altogether hopeless.
Their reservations stand in the way of
a new god that is supplanting the great
god Commerce to whom they were for

once was^ that this robbery w as!
V.em l l ! K hlS vict0ry of I g Indian&i
the creeping totalitarianism of
democracy may well prove to be 13
significant than any success they gafl
in battle with the Palefaces, n jffl
shows that nineteenth century libera™
despite so many betrayals, is not qfll
dead yet. Nor is it cynical to add tfl
many whites’ property is also threaten
by these fanatical engineers, with i\3
dams, seaways and high roads.
The Seneca Republic however
unsuccessful in its resistance to the c 9
struct ion of the Kinzua Dam, whic^P
likely to flood most of its territory. 9
Republic is a sort of Monaco or islnj
Man, a little autonomous Indian staj
one of the few surviving relics ofjj
Year of Revolutions, 1848, oddly enojfl
In that year some idealistic Indians^
fluenced by the revolutions sweeping^
Europe, repudiated the old way o il
in some respects and turned their resea
lion into a democratic state. M os9
this inreresting little country will s j
be under water however.
_ Indian JViews, which is published^
the League of North American Indijj
quotes Jefferson in its issue devofist
the Tusearoras’ struggle. “If science
duces no better fruits than tyranny,
der, rapine and destitution o f nati<S
morality, I would rather wish our c<£
try to be ignorant, honest and estu
as our neighbouring savages are'
was rather a remarkable pronounce!
for 1812, almost a prophecy one w<

Sime years ago the LC.A. made the
from pages of the O uily Express when
Alloway showed a film that for one
hour consisted of literally nothing but
a blank negative. On that occasion the
audience rioted and a shouting mob of
suckers demanded their money back yet
these very same people when faced with
the present canvases on view in the
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Though science may no longeqjjH
inevitable friend of liberty, as onc<|
generally assumed, it is amazing!
much a people may retain of theirl
4
life in a modern setting. Joseph M j
'eii’s
ike A fokaw ks in
Steal ■shows us how bands of itine^
oSS
steeplejacks,' for the Mohawks arei
m
ceprionally good on heights, leaves
l§ i
reservation and set out into the wi
just like the hunting bands of thedays, returning eventually with perbjj
a car, or some other “spoil of the chi
These bands travel and work togeijl
‘=&t,
just like hunters, yet many of the thi3
they bring bade with them are ^vjT
up-to-date. Gadgets and gimmicks hd
penetrated the reservations. Some Indii
are television addicts. Yet it wouleff_
a mistake to assume, as do some writej
that the Indians are becoming siatj
conscious. It is part of the Indian
to regard showy display with contem 3
This gets them critidsed from the othj^
direction. They are accused of bl^M
slovenly, their yards being stuffed w ic j
junk, their houses being unpainted.
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Many Indians are in fact sceptical ofl
the white man’s inventions, and strange!
prophecies circulate concerning an iiQmi-7
nent world war and a new lease o f lir^S
for their race. At all events they are-:
still.ja very lively people, and are cer-1
taihly hot dwindling into extinction.
A rthur W. U loth.

A ro u n d th e G alleries
TT is a curious fact that while one can
condemn a book for the trash it is,
a bad film or play as rubbish, to even
suggest that a particular abstract paint
ing is worthless, sets a hundred sensitive
souls baying like beaten pups. Yet like
it or not, the fact remains that there are
men posing as artists who in any other
age would not be allowed inside a
studio, even to sweep the floor. Using
abstraction as their alibi and the sheer
size of the hard board as their cover they
live their short public lives providing
trivialities for a particular coterie of
writers to trigger off their essays. Chief
barker for this school of intense banality
is Lawrence Alloway an art critic who
can tell you everything about abstract
painting except when to put a match to
it. Alloway has this in common with
George Orwell that both arc at their
bc*t when their subject matter is worth
less. lust as Orwell was at his most
enjoyable as an essayist when writing
about such trivial subjects as comic post
cards, smutty paper-bound books, small
boys’ comics or (he easily floggabic Mr.
Pali, so Alloway is at his best when he
is writing of horror comics, science fic
tion films or single tone canvases.

mam

I.C.A. will accept this rubbish without
a word. In 1919 Kasimir Malevich, the
Russian painter, shook the gallery trot
ters when he painted a white square on
a white background and to find this
same theme bobbing up year after year
with merely a change in colour can only
make one despair. While the l.C.A. is
offering us an all-black canvas, William
Turnbull at the Molton Gallery at 14
South Molton Street, W .l. is still stick
ing to the all white canvas. A year or
so ago Kline gave us the all-blue canvas
and the choice of colours must be nar
rowing for those that want to get into
the act.
The unfortunate thing about these
exhibitions is that most of the stuff is
passe ten minutes after the exhibition
closes, for the only thing of value about
them is the inevitable foreword in the
catalogue. If at some future date A llo
way or the other writers use these essays
as a nucleus for a book it will matter
little if the original canvases are in
existence for we have reached a stage in
painting when the painter is acting as
second fiddle to the critic. Just who
skids with a bicycle across a flat canvas
or who twirls a nude woman around on
a sheet of paint-wet hardboard is not
particularly important. What is impor
tant is how will the Alloways, the Cole
mans, the Reads, the Reichardts write
about it. That is the tragedy of so
much of British abstract painting that
its function is simply to act as an open
ing for an off-beat essay.
A rthur Movm .
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Independent
Press!
CoRtnaaoa bom p. )

the gutter Press. Since it is
erned tfitb circulation, and
--we know that the few serious I
Jspapers published in this counfcnjoy an even smaller circulaJ tb a n the H erald or Chronicle:. I
K bust assume that the “indepen■poutspoken" H erald is going
p o k more like the E xpress and
W illrror than either the G uardian
B en the Telegraph'.
★

h

H

a

feet no newspaper, periodical or
B y other means of communicacan be independent. To our
the hall mark of a responsible
is o b jectivity in collecting and
Bring the news; journalistic inI making clear what is
1
ion and what are facts; and last
potleast the use of the Press for
pc discussion o f ideas. Such
I 'ijr .
|s$ w-ili not be independent be, it will be controlled by those
I ll
are responsible for its existence,
as today* the Press is controlled
i
Sabove "by about five groups of
_B-miiIk>ttaires. so the responsif Press of tomorrow will be con-d
1*3 but from below' by thousands
■Soups, small and large, each
>existing as a result of a cbmfeiterest arid assuming its full
feasibility. Then each newsB E
I•
or 'periodical will serve the
•for which it was created.
is only in a country such as
pin where the daily Press is
E n a ted by Fleet Street, and
Tfeapers such as the C hronicle
jd c r a ld each with a circulation
B iding a million copies a day are
fire straits, that the idea of a deSralised Press, of thousands of
lily newspapers instead of the
lere 120 which are at present pubSijbetL seems unrealistic and unBononric. Yet even in the United
(States, with only 4 times the popu
lation of Britain there are 1J817
■dailies, or 15 times as many as in
P&rs country’. And Switzerland with
1 a population of only a sixteenth of
that of Britain boasts as many
dailies!
The fact that these local dailies are
generally dreary sheets is beside the
point, winch is, that even within the
capitalist system it would be possible
in this country for local dailies to
exist on circulations i fiftieth as big
as that of either the C hronicle or
Herald.
And such a Press could be inter
esting, the rallying ground for dis
cussions as well as for local activi
ties but only if it came into being
by the efforts—in time and material
contributions—of enough people in
each locality, for whom an jmdligent new-sheet, a forum for discus
sion of ideas, wore more important
to living a full life than the possess
ion of a motor car or a refrigerator.
We shall only get the Press we warn
when we a rt prepared to play our
part in creating it.
I "OOAY we haste mass-communi
cations because we have massminds, We have mass-minds not
| because, as those believers in the
elite fondly imagine, the "masses”
iare born with atrophied brains, but
Ibecause we come into a world stiff
with tradition, prejudice and ignorJ ance. And most of us arc deprived
i o f the necessary education and adE»ce without which one cannot fight
^against such an environment.
It is not a question of a formal
■education. There was more social
awareness among the semi-illiterate

NON VIOLENCE A N D DIRECT A C T IO N
’Wy’HEN one is speaking of non' W violence and direct action the first
quotation that comes to mind is one bv
the most authoritative exponent of non
violence. Gandhi. “Nothing on this earth
has ever been accomplished without
direct action."
So marked is the correlation that
exists between these two terms, non
violence and direct action, that—far
from being opposites—they complement
each other in an undeniable way.
No doubt a comparison between non
violence and direct action seems to
Western people to be paradoxical, and
it evokes in our minds an understandable
scepticism. But if one examines the
question more closely it becomes clear
that the two concepts can easily be re
conciled. Only ignorance has prevented
their true value being widely recognised
and used to achieve positive aims. Look
back into the past and study ebjcclively
both what direct action has been and
what it now is.
In the Grand Dictionnaire Socialise
of Compere Morel we read:
"Direct Action: Action opposed to
the analytical and methodical political
action of the Socialist Party, advocated
by anarchists and some syndicalists. The
general strike is the most widely known
and practical form."
It is. to say the least, somewhat pre
tentious to affirm that the political
methods of the socialists are analytical
and methodical, and to claim that direct
action is no more than a move in oppo
sition to political action. In itself direct
action is just as analytical and rational
as political acton, and one could con
sider that political action is in fact a
degenerate form of social action. One
which has moreover led the workers into
a blind alley of reformism and parlia
mentarism, a morass where all action
intended to lead to liberation has
ended.
In fact, direct action' is not new in the
annals of social, religious and economic
struggle. It is a great honour in a wav
that it is always the anarchists, and some
syndicalists, who are described as advo
cating it. It would indeed be more
logical to write that anarchists and syndi
calists have never ceased to advocate
direct action, to counter those politicians
who have denied its value. At all times
direct action has been a method used
by those who have stood up against
tyrants, dictators and exploiters^who
have tried to impose their will and ideas
upon others.
. But let us turn to what the principle
theorists have said about direct action.
Emile Pouget in La Confederation du
Travail wrote:
"The characteristic of direct action is
that it is a spontaneous and reflective
demonstration of the consciousness and

peasants of Spain than in the "uni
versity-studded United States of
America., and it is social awareness
that matters, not just in the head
but in the heart as well. Then not
only does one seek to live one’s
ideas, but one also finds the time
to communicate to others the things
one has discovered for oneself.
Every anarchist should be a propa
gandist; not necessarily on a plat
form nor necessarily with a pen. but
just in the day-to-day contact we
all have with our fellow beings.
From such apparently modest be
ginnings will ihc revolution in
values emerge. O f this we have no
doubt.
And for this reason wc go on
talking and writing. One reader,
whose letter wc publish elsewhere,
criticizes us on the grounds that
“one has the feeling that {reading
F reedom] one can almost predict
what is coming next". Far from
being a criticism, we consider it a
compliment. Wc have obviously
made ourselves dear! i f he really
wants to be entertained he should
read what the politicians have to
say. It will be white one week and
black the next. Wc realise we can
not be as entertaining but we hope
that each week someone picking up
F reedom for the first time will at
least be provoked into thinking for
himself. Thought precedes resptm sib le action. Anarchism is incon
ceivable without responsibility.

“In fact there is a great difference be- do away with regimentation and imma
will of the working class, without the
tween the bourgeois definition of direct turity. It can give direction, meaning. •
intervention of external agents.
and power to the workeri. With 0 ; "
"Direct action is not necessarily action and the real significance that wc minorities are free to express themselves.
synonymous with violence. It can be ascribe to it. Although our adversaries Initiative is not choked, and progressive-?/^
brought about by gentle and paciflslic have tried to explain this method as a elements have a eb an t^ to emerge. •
conduct, as well as by very violent series of violent disorders and brutal triumphant.
means, without ceasing to be, in one acts without reason or motive, as des
truction for the pleasure or satisfaction
Without doubt man often neglests his
wav or another, ‘direct action'."
those who carry it out, we affirm that own personality and education, he alto
The above definition of direct action, of
direct action is ordered, methodic and gether forgets that revolution is the pro-, r
written by one of the most competent only violent when it becomes necessary.
theoreticians of French revolutionary It is always directed towards concrete duct of daily action and needs a con
tinuous effort. It will not do?for him
syndicalism, merits all our attention.
aims that are noble and thoroughlsll to find himself unequipped to face the
For those of us who are pacifists a great humanitarian."
possibilities of success, in realising a new
practical lesson is clarified by such a
In the pamphlet JJAction Direcic, by society, He must? acquire a-l capa
definition, and we should not neglect
to examine it. We therefore can under Emile Pouget, the author proclaims the bility, or he wiB rest in the hands of ,
stand perfectly the vital purpose of direct relative precision of the direct action his new masters or chance leaders. In
action, that is to say, action completely idea, as a comprehensive formula for this case his exploitation Will simply be
divorced from compromise with capital the battle against exploitation and continued under a new system. He must
ist interests and governments, and action oppression. The theory is clear and have the will to attain fox himself the
World of his dreams.
which is taken without the interference self-evident.
of intermediaries.
It is a long task,, a daily task. The
We can already openly put forward a
Emile Vandervelde, the Belgian social few comparisons and similarities between way has to be prepared continually, and
ist, in the Brussels newspaper Lc Peuple. Pouget's conception of the -struggle for maintained and improved. This neces
liberation and the methods advocated sitates efforts—-for there ain't nO sich
once wrote;
'T o get anything out of the capitalists later by Gandhi and Barthelemy de Ligt. thing as miracles—and a belief in the
it just will not do for the working class Certain important points will separate miraculous has often the effect of creat
to give a mandate to their representatives the two sets of ideas, but will not the ing a spirit of passivity. This inertia
to struggle on their behalf. We have actual methods also diverge? The leads individuals back to slavery,
told them many times, but not of course methods modify themselves, they differ . The coming of a messianic revolution
enough, the great truth that is part and according to time, place and aims; One has too often been proclaimed by/:!the
parcel of the theory of direct action— must point out that in the West direct political playboys. They proclaim that
one cannot get any serious reforms from action has been the product of circum it will form part of an inevitable process,
stances and social ^Volution, and we which will follow the decomposition of ,
intermediaries.
must dispense with some romantic inter the capitalist system.
“The Belgian working classes have pretations of the method. The barricade
As I have said, miracles do not hap
been left by the ruling class m ignorance era has passed. Nowadays we are faced
and misery, but nevertheless have for with atomic weapons. Street demon pen. It is only the will of the workers
twenty years given proofs of their capa strations are out of fashion, useless and which can succeed in dispelling the be
bility and sacrificial spirit. If we can sometimes dangerous, considering the: lief in them.
“Direct actionthe demonstration
permit ourselves to reproach them in vast power of the forces of repression
any way at all it is to point out that today. Strikes, the .occupation of fac of the workers’ power and will," writes
they have counted too much on political tories. guerilla strikes and sabotage, Pouget, “it materialises, according to the
circumstances and the place, and mani
action and co-operation with the estab hayg; marked
in the fests itself byt .acts which 'gain be as mild
lishment—in I .other words, they haye/ilB f t &t Struggle. It 8 p |) a question
of as they; :.c|n. also be violent. IfeTBjmjfe
chosen the line of least resistance. They' I amplifying the practise of these methods,
have not done enough for syndicalist of learning the uses that pan be made® a question of necessity."
action, they have given way |o the dan fvlof•' them, •Without leaving the way open . Only a qflt^^pSf/qf
Faced
gerous illusion that when the day comes
with the continual recurrence of violence
to
careerists'
and
opportunisfsito
exploit
that thepihaye their ojyn ieMfeefifaQ$8B
that r e s o ld nothing|:?f|§ think the time
in parliament, reforms and concessions these diverse-- actions for questionable has come to affirm that this, necessity/
will just fail into their hands.'" ’
The opinion .of those men, though of will in future be only nomviolent, o r at
WhriBsfuld :e?er deny that this is the widely differing outlooks, demonstrates least will try ter beepine more and more
truth! Direct action is. the triumph of? van- idea ijjdnanqnf l jl l ail pf'-theiffi, that non-violent.
indivdualisro. In other words it is the direct action is a factor in fhe.jde'yelop. Some insufficiently., informed people!
wave of liberation, Which tb’p jslilwho ment of - the human personality, for it imagine that direct action is as Pouget
reject. beliefs imposed from above and ' re-awakens the spirit of initiative. The said, “a massive window-smashing camM
b eijfe/w iu .rid s* It |S a. pall jp the ■sheep; the 'following jgjgg&t- must he paign". This is,, after all, only another
.consciences?- of all to participate in the •shaken out of their inertia by it. Direct way. one that dpes/foot require much
•.common fight.
action, by aro.using consciousness, can
W C ontinued o n p . 2
' “Direct action is a. .denial of miracles
—God's miracles and the State's miracles.
It oppose any belief in Providence, no
matter what form this belief may take.
It proclaims the wav to practise the
saying “the future lies in our hands?;
My late friend Pierre Besnard did not
hesitate to write, hhving finished a study ’J ’HERE was a time when a man the tax from her. The response was
felt overawed by the myster to go- on a |ptal hunger strike for
of direct action, that it was “the only
real weapon of the proletariat. No ious; and unpredictable power of as long as the government kept her
other method, however it is used, will nature, with its floods, droughts, and in prison. The response of friends
allow them to be free of all pressures raging storms. The- mystery and and supporters was to organize
and dictatorships—including the most power remain, but man has learned continuing demonstrations at the
absurd of all, the dictatorship of the to tame and even to. turn to his own
jail and at Internal Revenue offices
proletariat".
As a revolutionary syndicalist, Pierre/] uses many of the forces that once in New York, Washington, and San
Besnard saw in direct action a violent terrified him. In the twentieth cen Francisco. Rather than allow these
method. This prevented him from dis tury, it is the power of the organ-® activities t® dramatize the anti-war
cerning the possibilities of non-violent ization (the system, the government, stand, the judge rescinded his order
struggle. He thought violence necessary the, '"enemy’’/ ‘‘the way things are”) for indefinite imprisonment and im
in the face of violence by the adversary.
that intimidates and paralyzes too posed a sentence of a year and a
However the revolutionary act, the in-8 many of usljg/
day. Miss. Robinson continued to
surrectionai general strike, is, according
Any life-long rebel can testify to hunger strike (she was. tube-fed
to him, vastly different from the armed
the occasions on which apparently after the 18th day) and her support
insurrection of political parties. Also
it aims at stopping a seizure of power happy conformists have confided increased, culminating in re p e a ts
by any faction. There is some element privately that they hate the system civil disobedience by Karl Meyer
of truth in his way of considering the but feel powerless to do anything in Chicago and in the arrival of
matter. But this statement of Besnard but “go along with it.£ One of the eight supporters to sit-down and fast
may be superseded, and facts can prove saddest fallacies of our age is the indefinitely outside the prison where
the opposite. Although the events of feeling that the individual is help Miss Robinson was incarcerated.
his day justified his opinion, subsequent
less to stand against the system. As After a week of this latter activity
history might have nullified his appre a result, millions perform meaning (and while Meyer and a colleague
hensions. The example of non-violent less (or even malicious) tasks, in were in jail in Chicago) and after
direct action, as used by Gandhi, is a
only 90 days of Miss Robinson’s
living proof of the efficacy of non-violent anti-social relationships, adjust their
consciences to the status quo. and sentence had been served, the judge
direct action.
Pierre Besnard concluded his study then are driven to get their kicks by commuted her sentence to “time
desperato attempts at frantic pleas served”, on the basis of reports and
with these lines, which will meet with
general approbation:
ure-seeking, by scrambling for recommendations of the govern

The Cookie Crumbles

Don’t Forget
the Challenge!
Wc
remind readers of the
announcement we made last week
of an offer by a friend to contribute
£50 to the Deficit Fund if during
September readers ;n this country
contribute a similar amount. Please
don't wait for others to start the ball
rolling.
Sendyour contributions
now and so encourage others to do
likewise!

status, or by grabbing more than ment.
their share of the material wealth
“ ’Too Much Trouble’ Authorities
which is supposed to bring ful Say” was the subhead on the front
filment but never can.
page news story in the West Vir
A refreshing contrast to all this— ginia papers. But most of the coun
and further evidence of the amazing try’s press did not consider this
power of the individual who is self- story worth reporting. And in
reliant but not self-seeking—is pro millions of homes thronghout the:vided by the recent release of Rose country, individuals continued to
Robinson from the Federal women’s gripe to each other about the way
penitentiary at Alderson, West Vir things are, interspersing their com
ginia. Miss Robinson, an anti-war plaints with the debilitating ques
income-tax refuser, was originally tion: “But what can one person
sentenced to jail for the rest o f her do?”
life unless she co-operated with the
D a v e D e l l in g e r .
Federal Court that was backing the
{Liberation,
U.-S.A-, June I960).
government in its efforts to collect
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Marchons!
PM. misses the chief difference be
tween the marching of soldiers and that
of "the peace- movement"—soldiers
march in step, pacifists don't, The
AJdermaston Marches and their like arc
not really marches at all, but processions.
He also misses some of the most signifi
cant "antecedents for the anti-bomb
march®.; Rebellion, pilgrimage, peti
tion. mob—yes; but, far more directly,
demonstration and protest. And here
we can see that the Aldermaston march
ers are descended from the Radicals who
were shot at Peterioo in 1819, the Re
formers of 1830-32, the Chartists of
1839-48, the Socialists of the 1880s and
1890s, the Suffragettes of 1905-14, the
Hunger Marchers of the 1930s.
The modern peace march is a way of
protesting against something (rather like
writing to an M.P. or an editor), of
affirming a certain opinion (like joining
a patty), of demonstrating feelings (like
throwing bombs or leaflets), or just of
meeting friends and getting some exer
cise. ft is simultaneously f| watereddown form of "propaganda by 'deed”
and a mobile public meeting. It is also
a powerful mechanism for absolving
guilt feelings by bearing witness openly

and corporately.
It is easy to make fun of such a
march, but perhaps it is rather foolish.
Here is something that is organised with
out being authoritarian, collective with
out being totalitarian; the marchers are
participating directly in a political and
moral action in an age of mass media
and ' vicarious activity. It isn't really
necessary that marching should have a
“point"; what is necessary is that mar
chers should not suppose they are having
any immediate impact on anyone else.
This of course is the danger that P.H.
is concerned with, and it is a serious one.
It is better to march against bombs than
to talk or write against them, but it,
won’t in itself g it rid of the bombs. The
only way to do that is to go and pull
the bloody things to bits or bury them.
If the CND leaders could escape the
delusion of winning Mr. Gaicskell over
and the Direct Action leaders could
escape the delusion of non-violence,
something tangible might get done. If
only a march would just once turn into
a mob and break into the Aldermaston
establishment or the House of Com
mons, the marchers might realise their
potentiality.

Poverty in the M idst off Plenty
f i iff

ri t n a p . 1

- suing control of capital could change
the social conscience while capital
ism is still the basis of our economy.
One does not have to be a profes
sional economist to see this.

Counter-Revolution

Lord Boyd Orr’s solution, that
governments should co-operate for
the benefit o f the peoples, of the
world, is indeed a naive view.of the
role of government, which is ctoaonstrably to govern and divide the
peoples of the world. In the long
history of government there have
been many opportunities to “move
towards” universal policies of mut
ual ep-operation. but this i$ gene
rally only practised for a limited
period and on 4 small scale when
political expediency has deemed it
necessary'.
Increased taxation or government
control are not the answers either,
when it is clear that capitalism, as
it functions in the West, and demo
cratic government are too closely
tied up to allow policies which
would equalise the distribution of
social wealth.
The state capitalist economy of
the U.S.S.R. has created its own
divisions and its privileged groups,
who do not exercise their power
economically in the Western pat
tern, but as political yes-men are
rewarded financially and socially.
Finally, if we do not agree with
the various solutions to the irres
ponsible society we support the
plea made by Titmuss that:

The Negro sit-in Campaigns to achieve
equality in sitting down at lunch coun
ters won three more victories last week.
Variety stores (all of them national
chains: Woolworth, Kress, Grant) in
Durham, N.C., Chattanooga, Tenn., and
Miami, Fla. opened counters to all cus
tomers without discrimination. Since
the sit-in movement began last February
in Greensboro N.C., counters have been
de-segre^ited in 32 other cities and
counties in the South and the border
states:
Kansas: Kansas City.
Kentucky. Frankfort.
Maryland'. Baltimore.
Missouri-, Jefferson City, S. Joseph.
North Carolina: Chapel Hill, Char
lotte, Concord, Elizabeth City, Greens
boro, High Point, Salisbury, WinstonSalem.
Oklahoma: Guthrie, Oklahoma City,
Tulsa.
Tennessee: Knoxville, Nashville,
Texas: Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas,
Galveston. San Antonio.
If Western democracy means anything
Virginia: Arlington and Fairfax coun
ties, Alexandria, Falls Church, Frede%- at all it must surely mean that we should
icksville, Hampton, Norfolk, Ports be continually asking such questions and
continually seeking answers to them.
mouth. Williamsburg.
Time, 15/8/60.'
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The Aldcrmasion March* started as
one of protest, has developed into u
fefi-wmg picnic, and P.H,'s criticisms
For ultimately it is as futile to wave are largely justified. Now the march
banners or to sit in the mud as it is to goes the wrong way. Instead of ending
fight windmills with a lance. It is as at Aldermaston, which does symbolise
ridiculous to tell the police what you preparation for nuclear war, it ends in
are going to do as it is to play football London, the seat of government. A
with them—splendidly British, no doubt, march has a certain publicity value, but
but ridiculous all the same. People will still rather in the freak category of Dr.
respect your politeness, but that doesn't Barbara Moore's achievements.
get anyone anywhere. The only way is
Probably the big centralised march
to recognise that property is not the
same as life. A surprise march on a ,
rocket-site with the deliberate intention
of dismantling it would have more
effect than a hundred marches to Trafal
ON NOT GIVING UP
gar Square, We might as well try to
persuade Nelson up on top of his
“FREEDOM”
column as Macmillan in Downing Street
and Gaitskell in Frognal Gardens. We
l was surprised to read that Marlin
have so much to learn from the Hun Smith is suspending his subscription to
garians and the South Africans. Civil F reedom on religious grounds. 1 also
disobedience and passive resistance and hold a metaphysical (though not ortho
hunger-strikes and marches aad proces dox Christian) view of ;he universe, but
sions and so on are ail very well. But I have always found F reedom quite
in the end disobedience is nothing'unless brdad-mirided and tolerant, especially
it is extremely uncivil. What are we when compared to the rigid anti-religi
ous line of some left-wing groups.
waiting for?
Hampstead, Aug. 24.

N.W,

The article "Marching" (F reedom
20/8/60) was read by me with great
interest. You ask what is the point of
marching? I will tell you.
As anarchists, we should not be
apathetic, but should support movements
and campaigns like CND. Since we
support (and no doubt many of us be
long to) GND, we should lend ourselves
out for inarches like Aldermaston, so
that we can show the world that gov
ernments ■are'stujpid—so stupid that they
are taking the path to nuclear suicide,
and surely this kindvof protest demon
stration is what anarchists should be
doing'.
Indeed it is sensible -to march, not to
march "for kicks” but to show that we
—as anarchists—are willing to -sacrifice
a holiday to prove to the world WHAT
ROT
THESE
GOVERNMENTS
TALK! .

Sp ! H O P E IN ASIA?
. Two minor comments on Arthur
Uloth’s review.
1. It is not true that "Europe was
united by Rome”. What Rome did
did unite was the Mediterranean world.
It was not until the southern and eastern
shores Of the Mediterranean were occu
pied by Muslims in the 7th century, and
the people north and east of the Danube
and Rhine were converted to Christian
ity in the 9th and 10th centuries, that
the area now called "Europe” acquired
unity and self-consciousness; Europe is,
comparatively speaking, a recent eoffdept. 2. hior is it. true- that industrialism'
made it possible for the whole world to
be conquered by Europeans. Industrial
ism facilitated economic domination,
certainly? but political conquest was
already possible before 1800 because of
superior scientific and technical know
ledge—-a very different matter. What
has mads Europeans unique in the field
o f . world politics, however, has begn a
mixture of contempt for non-Europeans
and a determination to rule them.
us hope our victims have not learnt all
our lessons I
Hampstead., Aug. 19.
N.W.'

Pre-Septem ber
Blues
(See Challenge on p. 3)
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Anyhow, the Buddha said "Increase all
good; lessen all evil; control your own
mind”. I’m not much good at control
ling my mind, but I can at least do my
tiny bit to increase good and to lessen
evil, and that’s why 1 hope to continue
my subscription to Freedom!

Finally, my taste may be bad, but
your cartoonist makes me laugh—keep
him on!
Oxfdrd, Aug. '24:
| W. S haw .

SLOGANS •
Occasionally I see in F reedom in the
top right-hand corner a quotation which
floats round in my mind, sometimes with
useful purpose,, but occasionally you
print one which amounts to a shibboleth
of your own. (Granting that society at
large has many more).
The one which says "Power corrupts,
absolute power corrupts absolutely” is
an incorrect phrase to have in your re
pertoire, absolute power never corrupts
in the hands of the incorruptible, I will
not go into examples, but you must
know many. The dangerous thing
about the use of slogans such as these,
is that there is implicit in them that
society does not alter. It does, but
whether it is altering fast enough to suit
us is another matter. The institutions of
our society, whether they are profes
sional, religious, or political are as auth
oritarian as the people in them; Chris
tianity first produced the early Christians
in their simple humility and set of new
-values in a materialistic world, but later
that same Christianity threw up the
Inquisition. The early socialists threw
. up Russian Communism; every profes
sional body, legal (although this is a
doctors, all have their progressives—the
doctors, have all their progressives—the
flexible people who can adjust to chang
ing conditions, and the inflexible who
can only go by precedent arid are auth
oritarian and reactionary. 1 would say,
if I took every word to heart printed in
F reedom that there is no growth in
society, but fortunately for me I know
there is, faith, perhaps, but justified by
the facts.- .
• Aug.'^O,"*
M.Q.

ANOTHER DISAPPOINTED
READER?
D ear Sir,
1 agree a lot with what your disap
pointed subscriber, Martin Smith, has
to say about Freedom’s interpretation
of Anarchism. Reading Freedom, one
has the feeling that one can almost pre
dict what is coming next; once the
mentality of anarchism has been grasped,
its values and judgments understood,
there is little difference between their’s
and the judgments of the capitalist and
communist press.
Unfortunately this seems te be a law
applicable to all ideologies and those
with an axe to grind. Anything resemb
ling pure honest-to-goodness criticism
and appreciation of reality is only very
slight in the understanding of anarchists
Still, for all this, anarchism will be a
concept one will have much sympathy
for, and it is good 50 kngw that there
are anarchists. It is a noble ideal.

Yours sincerely.
London, Aug. 2gk.

Bernard Scon'.

has served its purpose, a divplltjstrength, and should be replaced
ious demonstrations up and doUwS
country, wherever there are air b a a fl
factories producing weapons.
monsirations as that at the Greenfl
Common base on Sept. 3rd, a n d H
planned for Oct., 8th at West
Kent where an R.A.F. aerodronsM
been handed over to the Americar a j
of far more value than the mam
march from Edinburgh to Lori
These should have the effect of m f|
ing and arousing people Who live ;
to the bases.
Recently a demonstration, was .
feed that assumed the dropp'd® 9®
megaton H-Bomb on a town, an<JI
roads picketed with placards s H
the extent of damage and destruq^l
various distances from the’ hypot™
centre of the explosion. This
conjunction with extensive . Icalfl
and proved more effective than the*
ventional march, also provoking a 9
councillor, chairman of the Civlw
fence Committee, into making som *
statements.
But the point still remains: hoi
one register protest effectively? a r
be argued that the present Aldem_
Marches do' not achieve anything*
may even aid the Establishment
providing a safety-valve through^the rebels can express themselves?^
lessly and then go home and r e s *
feet. Another criticism is thacP
Aldermaston March lacks spornsl
that essential of protest movement
is all too well organised, even, to
lavatories.

I-N

Direct Action, taking , the lo t *
civil disobedience, will only be praT
by the small minority who are prei
to go to prison. Strike, . action
likely from those earning good ,|H
on defence contracts. The issue red
We need some form of mass deraoi
tion that avoids the fuiiliiy of anifl
marching up and down the same stl
of road, and hearing at the eneff
same voices booming in the same sqj

BSghion, AuglliS,

fl

Meetings and*
Announcements
L O N D O N A N A R C H IS T
G R O U P and M A L A T E S T A
D E B A T IN G S O C IE T Y
IM P O R T A N T
MEETINGS WILL BE HELD
in basement, 5, Caledonian Road, N .l,
(near King’s Gross Station)
at 7.30 p.m.
A ll Welcome.

London A narchist Group
A N E X P E R IM E N T IN
O F F -C E N T R E D IS C U S S IO N
M E E T IN G S
lrf Thursday o f each month at 8 p.m.
At Jack and Mary Stevenson’s,
6 Stainton Road, Enfield, Middx.
Last Wednesday o f each month at
8 p.m.
At Dorothy Barasi’s,
45 Twyford Avenue, Fortis Green, N.2.
lit Wednesday o f each month at 8 p.m.
At Colin Ward’s,
33 Ellerby Street, Fulham, S.W.6. -
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